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2. The sing. nom. and ace. of neuter nouns like bedd (Goth,
nom. badi, gen. badjis), bed, cynn (Goth, kuni), race, generation ;
nett (Goth, nati), net, had their double consonants from the
inflected forms, see § 274.
§ 255. p, t, k, and h (= x) were also doubled in West
Germanic before a following r or L The doubling regu-
larly took place in the inflected forms (as gen. OE. OS.
OHG. bittres, OE. sepples, OS. apples, OHG. aphles),
and was then generally transferred to the uninflected
forms by levelling, as OE. bitter (biter), OS. OHG.
bittar, cp. Goth, baitrs, bitter; OE. hluttor (hlutor), OS.
hluttar, OHG. hluttar, cp. Goth, hlutrs, clear, piire\
OHG. kupfar, beside OE. copor, Lat. cuprum, coppery
OE. snottor (snotor), OS. OHG. snottar, cp. Goth.
smitrs, wise] OE. wseccer (waecer, wacor), OHG.
wackar, watchful; OS. akkar, OHG. ackar, beside OE.
secer, cp. Goth. akrs,yfe/^; OE. seppel (aepl), OS. appul,
OHG. aphul, cp. O.Icel. epli, apple; OS. luttil, OHG.
lutzil, beside OE. lytel, little. In some words double
forms arose through levelling out in different directions;
thus regular forms were nom. sing, tear (= OHG. zahar)
from "teahur, older *taxur, tear, gen. *teahhres (Nth.
taehhres), nom. pi. *teahhras (Nth. taehhras). From
taehhres, taehhras, &c., was formed a new nom. sing.
taehher in Nth., whereas the other dialects generalized
tear, whence gen. sing, teares, nom. pi. tearas. In like
manner arose ear beside Nth. aehher, ear of corn ; geol
beside geohhol, Yule, Christmas. See §§ 219, 26O.
§ 256. Doubling of consonants also regularly took place
before a following n in the weak declension of nouns, as
"sing. nom. *knoto, knot, ace. *knotan(tm), beside pi. gen.
*knotno(n) > *knotto(n), dat. *knotnum- > *knottum-.
This interchange between the single and double consonants
gave rise to levelling in a twofold direction, so that one or
other of the forms was transferred to all cases; thus in OE.

